
2010 Winter Summit
December 26, 2010

Attendance:  
 (6) Peeps, DT, W, TST, REN, BPT (a new record by a landslide)
Public Airing of Grievances:
 No new grievances we made public at this time and therefore none were seconded.
Next Generation of Handicaps:
 Much discussion and arguing ensued centered on the change in handicaps for the HHS (to 

established USGA handicaps for those who have them), the potential to make the same 
change in all other tournaments and, of course, the fate of the PIQ.  Was decided by the UFC 
and (by default) AJ Cup tournament director and the Mondo tournament director to adopt the 
same approach as the HHS for 2011 and to require everyone in the field to establish USGA 
handicaps the CDGA handicapping system ( HYPERLINK "http://www.csga.org" 
www.cdga.org) or the applicable system in his home state.  The discussion grew to a heated 
pitch when the DHB tournament director was not willing to abandon the current PIQ system 
for this handicapping system.  A motion was brought to the floor to vote on whether all 
tournaments should have the same handicapping/PIQ approach, specifically the USGA 
system.  A vote was deferred to the end of the meeting.

UFC and AJ Cup Scheduling and Location for 2011:
 Timing will be the second half of May and many  locations were kicked around with the 

decision being for the venues and accommodations coordinator to investigate Lake Osage in 
the Ozarks in Missouri as a location.  Could still be closer to Peoria, in the STL area which 
might also facilitate certain evening activities in and around Busch Stadium.  More to come.

W-Slam Recognition
 Was decided that while owning all four majors trophies at once is quite an accomplishment, 

it is not the official Grand Slam, which requires all wins in the same calendar year.  
However, the group did officially recognize the W-Slam with a nice Fat Tire for W.

AJ Cup Teams / Status:
 Discussion centered around the potential to add one or two captains’ picks to the format in 

2011 with some sitting the foursomes and fourball competitions.  Decision was, given the 
challenge to get even eight qualified players to show up, the potential for hard feelings in 
captains’ picks, and the desire to maintain the exclusive status of those who qualify, that we 
will stick with 4 on 4 in 2011, with teams determined completely through the qualifying 
process.

Player DEAD status (Dead to Me, In The Tunnel, Permadead):
 Discussion began around the potential for one or more of the elders establishing a dead to 

me status for those in the traditional invitee list that tend to lead the group on only to 
perpetually settle on a NO every time.  TST nominated CRW for PERMADEAD status but 
was not successful in gaining enough support and therefore CRW is only In the Tunnel with 
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Killoran.  Too complex to go into—just be sure that you don’t want to be PERMADEAD. 
Discussion evolved into a debate over who decides the invitee list for any  particular 
tournament—should the TD have that exclusive power.   Coupled with the handicap/PIQ 
issue, the topic for vote modified to be a judgment of whether the TD should have full 
responsibility and power to make all tournament rules or should rules around handicaps/
PIQs and invitees be consistent across all Majors.  Again this was deferred to the vote at the 
end of the meeting.

Mondo Format Change:
 All Agreed that the larger field was great and no changes, beyond the handicap  change, 

could possibly improve the event.
HHS Format / Handicap Change:
 All Agreed that the 12 player format and handicap change were outstanding and, with just a 

little more punctuality, it would have been the perfect tournament.
Women in the Majors:
 Voted down 4-2.  Although all Trannies are still welcome.  Transvestites, not transsexuals.
Trophies:
 Peeps will begin work on a Stanley Cup type retractable trophy to replace the current Majors 

trophy that is now out of space for the UFC and Mondo.  The goal is to allow for many, 
many more champions names on the trophy, while being able to be reduced to the size of a 
dog dish for easy  transportation.  Peeps will be the official engraver going forward.  
Individual tournament trophies are overdue and will likely remain that way.

UFC Videos:
 BPT will provide TST will all raw footage from 2009 and 2010 to facilitate the completion 

of the long awaited videos.  Timeliness is not a strong suit of BPT, so this could be a while.
Website Status:
 You’re looking at it!
Facebook Future:
 Most everyone is very lame.  Not that easy to navigate and always see what the current 

communication is, but we’ll keep it around.  Get on there are start participating, you losers!  
What are you scared of?  Rent The Social Network and all your fears will subside.

Future Majors Growth:
 Again the discussion went back to who could invite whom.  I mean who.  I mean whom.  

Yep, whom.  We will continue to try  and add newbies in a non-PIQ event given the publicly 
held handicapping information.  If the DHB is the right place for someone to be added, we 
will use the process from the past—ask them what they  may shoot and then establish a PIQ 
so they  won’t win.  All agreed to this approach.  Also all agreed that elders will evaluate and 
decide on new invitees, but won’t reasonably deny anyone, except women and the bad kind 
of trannies.

Other Topics:  
 A vote was taken on the excusive rules responsibilities and powers of the tournament 

director specifically when it comes to handicaps/PIQs and Invitees.  A supermajority was 
required to change from the current all powerful and mighty TD to a standard set of rules for 
handicaps/PIQs and Invitees.  The Vote was 3-2 for the change which was not a 



supermajority.   TDs will retain the exclusive responsibility and power to establish all of 
their tournament rules.

Feats of Strength:
 Peeps pinned DT in twelve seconds.
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